MOONSTONE
Moonstone is a “stone of new beginnings.” The frequency of moonstone
encourages us to pay attention to the cycles of our lives. Each cycle we
complete takes us one level higher on the great spiral. With each cycle our
wisdom, understanding and self knowledge are increased. Moonstone asks
us to celebrate the milestones and rites of passage each new cycle brings.
Moonstone is a powerful stone for psychic awareness and intuition.
On an emotional level, Moonstone can help one sort through one’s emotions
and gain a higher perspective on their meaning and purpose. It is a stone for
“feeling”, and understanding via intuition and emotional “thought”, rather
than via intellectual “reasoning.” It can aid in releasing frustration and
surrendering to the natural progress of the cycles of life. It enhances
patience and helps one remain objective when receiving empathic
information from others.
On a physical level, Moonstone can be helpful in stabilizing female
cycles and can help males become attuned to the subtle hormonal shifts they
experience during the moon phases. It can also be used to help balance
water retention. The energy of Moonstone provides the body with a
sustaining force.
WHITE MOONSTONE – White Moonstone represents the energy of the
full moon at the height of its power. It stimulates all aspects of psychic
perception and can enhance vision and dream work.
PEACH MOONSTONE – Peach Moonstone’s gentle, loving energy
supports the heart as it stimulates the mind. It allows one to perceive the
positive, loving existence of the Divine in all situations. It can help soothe
worry or anxiety while assisting one in celebrating the positive experiences
in one’s life.
GRAY MOONSTONE – Gray Moonstone is a stone of perceiving beyond
the veil. It is a powerful stone for the clairvoyant, assisting one in moving
into the unseen realms. Gray moonstone is also called ‘New Moon Stone,’
and it does carry the mysterious and powerful energies of the new moon,
wherein all things exist as potential.

